
A LITTLE LOCAL DIFFICULTY  

By Alan Oberman 
 

 

Le Vercors is a beautiful upland area in France where cows grow fat on rich 

green pastures, their lazy bells individually tuned to name them as Brigitte and 

Delphine and Aurelie. Summer showers and springtime thaws saturate the 

woods and meadows sending trickles and streams to excavate subterranean 

routes through limestone to the valley rivers far below. On the 24th May 1953, 

caving enthusiast, Jo Berger, rambling through the dense woodland, came 

across a hidden chasm which, to his delight, went down, and down, seemingly 

without end. He had discovered the cave named in his honour - the Gouffre 

Berger containing some of the grandest chambers and most exquisite 

formations in the world. It boasts 31 kilometres of passageways, and at 1,122 
metres is nearly as deep as Ben Nevis is high. The cave, a million years in 

creation, is a wondrous monument to the works of water. 

As a rule, climbers go up before they come down, whereas cavers 

descend before ascent. This is no trivial observation. Vertical descent on a rope 

involves the delight of abseiling; ascending the same rope requires a 

completely different procedure called SRT - single rope technique, so it is 

possible that cavers will only commence using SRT at the bottom of a cave. 

Not an appropriate place to encounter a problem. 

The renowned Wessex Cave Club has its spacious club hut a tipsy step 

downhill from the Hunters Lodge in the pretty village of Priddy, the heart of 

Somerset cave country. In my early fifties, a strange restlessness, a desire for 

new experience, led me to book myself a guest mattress in the hut's large 
dormitory in the hope I might meet an experienced caver willing to lead a 

novice in their first trip below ground. In the pub, I was introduced to Les, a 

man half my age and twice my build. 

'I suppose that might be arranged,' he said, loud enough to fill the 

noisy pub.  

Les's inseparable caving buddy was Mark, a thoughtful man with deep 

brown eyes and as quiet as Les was sonorous. The following morning, the 

three of us slipped, along with the flowing stream, into the entrance of 

Swildon's Hole. We came to the top of a vertical pitch imaginatively called, 'The 

Forty Foot'. I lay, chest down, spread-eagled, on a large, smooth, curved rock 

and slowly slid, feet first, towards the drop until my foot located the top of the 

wire ladder. 'How the hell,' I asked myself, 'do I get back over that.' On return, 

it proved as difficult and frightening as I imagined, but fear fathers the 
impossible. Intensely aware of the drop behind me, I moulded myself to the 

marble surface and lizarded upwards. Rewarding my two new friends in the 

Hunters that evening, I said how much I had enjoyed the trip and confessed 

how nervous I had been at the top of the pitch.  

Les laughed. 'Mark, tell Al where I was when he was at the top of the 

Forty Foot.' 

Mark grinned. 'While you were on the ladder, Les free-climbed up 

behind you and at the top, his hands were two inches from your back ready, in 

case you slipped, to pin you to the rock.' 

A year later, now a member of the Wessex and a dozen trips under my 

harness, my circle of friends had enlarged to include Graham, an unflappable 



lanky Irishman, Andy who worked on the Beagle Mars lander, ever-encouraging 

Cookie, destined to be elected to the chair of Wessex, and his partner Debs, 

well regarded by the predominantly male cavers for her fortitude in cheerfully 

accepting the basic facilities of the club hut. 

Early 1995, news arrived that excited and energised the club: La Mairie 

D'Engins, the Mayor of Engins, had given the club permission to have sole 

access to Le Gouffre Berger for two weeks in June. Knowing I was a potential 

liability, I asked my friends if they thought I was capable of the expedition. Not 

wishing to discourage me, they demurred. Les said, 'Come on the trip, Al, and 

assess it when we get there.' 

I practised my SRT. Going down a rope is a doddle - you have gravity 

on your side. A metal descender allows you to slide down a rope with perfect 

control. To go up, to 'prusik' as it is called, is another matter. Attached to your 
harness at chest height is a little metal device called a jammer that clips onto 

the rope such that it is free to slide up, but any downward weight forces it to 

jam on the rope. If you wanted, you could dangle from the rope by the chest 

jammer and wave your arms and legs freely in the air. To ascend, you have a 

mechanism for lifting up your torso and with it the chest jammer so that it 

slides up the rope. This is achieved by having a second jammer just above the 

chest jammer which is linked to a short length of rope with a loop at the 

bottom which, when your leg is fully extended, encircles your foot. You take 

hold of the upper jammer and push it up the rope. This of course raises the 

foot loop then, when you push your foot down on the loop, it jams the upper 

jammer and you can push your body upwards thereby releasing the weight on 

the chest jammer and allowing it to slide up the rope. This is just one cycle of 
the process and you repeat it over and over again. And that's SRT, strenuous, 

repetitive, tiring. A fit young caver can prusik in continuous cycles. That's not 

for me. Five pushes and I'm done, having to rest to recover my breath. Five 

more pushes and another break. Slow but determined. 

Camping in June in the Vercours proves a delight, warm days of 

sunshine and cool nights. And the flowers! Spreads of deep blue gentians, pink 

fairy foxgloves, wild tulips, narcissi and orchids. All very lovely, but I'm here to 

cave and that, above all, is what I'm driven to do. I need a short trip, say four 

hours, to test my equipment and judge the difficulty, but we all have to wait 

for the riggers. Riggers are the cream of cavers. No cave club will trust ropes 

laid previously by others, preferring their own, fully-tested ropes. There are 26 

pitches in the cave. At each one, the riggers are anchoring a rope at the head 

of the pitch so that it hangs freely away from rocks that would abrade it. 
Rigging completed, it's decided that each of the self-formed groups of 

club members will be allowed one, and only one, attempt to 'bottom' the cave. 

No opportunity then to have a trial run. Les arrives at my tent to deliver the 

unwelcome news. 'I'm sorry, Al, we're going to hop it to the bottom.' I 

understand: my slow pace would jeopardise their one opportunity to make it to 

the terminal point of the cave. 

'Are they going to take Debs?' I ask myself, for her progress in a cave 

is no faster than mine. On arrival at their tent, I find Cookie looking sheepish 

and Debs red-eyed. He knows that Debs will find it difficult making it to the 

bottom, but she's putting up a determined resistance against being left behind. 

I tactfully withdraw. Some hours later, Cookie comes to see me. He's foregoing 



the opportunity of being in the group with Les, Mark and Graham in order to 

lead Debs into the cave. Would I like to join them? 

Our plan is to enter the cave at 6pm Thursday, make it to Camp 1 by 

10pm, sleep there, get to the bottom and return to Camp 1 in 10 hours, spend 

a second night at camp 1, then exit the cave Saturday morning. The hour-long 

trek to the cave is magnificent, weaving through beautiful woodland decorated 

with wild flowers. The portal to the underworld is a narrow descent between 

sheer walls of rock, a transition from evening light into a total darkness, darker 

that even the most blackest of nights. We're running a little late, entering the 

cave at 7:45 pm.  

We light up our 'stinkies', carbide lamps mounted on our foreheads that 

provide a broad bare flame whose warm, yellow light, being unfocussed, 

assists peripheral vision. For a journey of this length, I have a stock of dry 
carbide. I store it in a pouch fabricated from a section of bicycle inner tube 

knotted at both ends. 

The first few pitches are easily navigated, then we arrive at Les 

Meandres, the Meanders, a deep fissure in the mountain, a door-frame wide. 

The walls are vertical and almost shear except for a thin ledge on either side. 

Staring down into the cleft below, I cannot see a floor. I sling my heavy, 

cylindrical, PVC tackle bag between my legs and straddle the rift, jamming my 

feet against the side projections and pushing my hands against the walls. In 

this fashion, ever aware of the fearful drop beneath me, I thrutch forward. Not 

wishing to alert Cookie as to how terrified I am, I button my mouth. Debs has 

no such inhibition, issuing a string of expletives. 

Six hours into the cave, we emerge at the top of a mountainside. An 
immense chamber, its roof rising so high as to be out of sight. With its steep 

descent, Le Grand Eboulis, the Great Rubble Heap, is a mess of fallen boulders, 

some the size of houses. And there, far below, we make out, at last, the lights 

of Camp 1. It is now 1-45 am Friday morning. 

Camp 1 is commodious and well-ventilated and, being tucked into an 

inwardly sloping wall, offers some protection against falling rocks and drops of 

water. Its most exulted endowment is a large sheet of polythene thoughtfully 

spread over damp mud. We lay ourselves alongside the five cavers already 

asleep, cosily cocooned in their sleeping bags. 

The following morning, we awake to the sound of music. Descending 

from the top of Le Grand Eboulis, four lights come bobbing and weaving, and 

here then are Les, Mark, Graham and, foremost amongst them, Andy, who as 

servant of the Norse god Odin, swoops down to 'The Ride of the Valkyries' 
with, flowing behind him, a huge red cape. 

We cook up a meal - lunch for them, breakfast for us. We move off at 

1-00 pm Friday afternoon, with we three, Cookie, Debs and I tagging on, at 

least for the time being, to the end of their party of four. We soon come upon 

La Salle des Treize, a place of sacred beauty, a natural Taj Mahal. Majestic 

columns of sculpted calcite, gleaming white by the light of our lamps, rising 

from stretches of silent water - limpid pools of green held in basins, shaped 

like scallop shells edged in delicate pink. We step carefully, reverentially, 

through the hall and press on into the lower depths of the cave.   

Some little while later, Cookie says, 'You carry on, we'll catch you up.' 

Then he and Debbs turn back. Willy-nilly, poor Les is now stuck with me.  



The cave is magnificent in the variety of its challenges: abseiling 

waterfalls, side-stepping whilst leaning backwards over deep water canals, 

traversing the spacious Grand Canyon. Safety prohibits more than one person 

on a rope, so as soon as you touch the bottom of a pitch, you set off towards 

the next, following some minutes behind the person in front. Heading for the 

very last of the 26 pitches, I crawl along a short horizontal passageway, peer 

into a small hole in its floor and can't believe my eyes. There's an immense 

nothingness, as if looking down into the interior of St Paul's Cathedral through 

an opening in the very top of its dome. A thin rope disappears into the depths 

and there, giving some measure of this huge chamber, are tiny pin-pricks of 

light of my fellow cavers. I clip on, shuffle onto a narrow ledge, and swing into 

mid-air. The cavern is filled with the thunderous roar of a stream hurling itself 

from a side passage, arcing through the air to dash itself upon the rocks below.  
The air itself is turbulently excited by the fall of water giving the chamber its 

name - Hurricane. I don't race down, enjoying the security and control, the 

freedom to swing in mid-air in such a vast cavern.  

Our party gathers at the edge of a large pool of unknown depth. Andy 

pulls from his bag a small pink lilo, inflates it, and starts paddling. But it's too 

narrow and unstable and he slides into the water. Others try and fail. 

Eventually, Graham exclaims, 'feck it,' and wades in. We watch. The water level 

rises to his chest. Laughing, we all follow. On the far side, we duck into a low 

passage that takes us on to another pool and it's here that the roof of the 

chamber slopes down into the water blocking any further progress. This is truly 

the bottom of the cave. We share the warm camaraderie of successful 

endeavour and dance around, stamping the water. I know the journey to this 
place will stay with me as the most extraordinary adventure of my life. 

In good spirits, at 7:00 pm Friday, we turn back. It had taken us six 

hours from Camp 1 and it's to there we must now return before we can rest. At 

the bottom of Hurricane Pitch, as Mark ascends, we huddled together behind a 

large rock, trying to preserve body heat. For half-an-hour I watch the tiny 

headlight rise into the heavens. I think I hear the words, 'rope free' and now 

it's my turn to employ SRT skills. 'Clip on chest jammer; clip on top jammer; 

let the rope take my weight; feet in the foot-loop; push.' Five pushes and I'm 

having to rest to recover my breath. Five more pushes and another break. I'm 

conscious of those waiting below getting cold. 

I'm a minuscule spider ascending the finest gossamer thread in a vast 

auditorium. The hall is alive with water, cascading, reverberating. The air 

heavy with moisture. 
At last I make it to the top of the cupola and there at chest height is 

the narrow ledge onto which I must climb. I secure myself with a short length 

of rope called a cows tale, then stand up on my foot-loop to take the weight off 

my chest jammer so that I can unclip it. But it won't release. I keep trying, but 

the cursed thing will not free me from the rope. I cannot rise further up and I 

cannot descend. I decide that if I can haul myself onto the ledge, I can more 

easily investigate the problem. With supreme effort, I manage to get one leg 

onto the ledge, but my attachment to the rope will not permit me to slide the 

rest of my body onto it. I try and try and try again. I'm in a lather of sweat and 

feel my muscles exhausting. I dangle uselessly 80 metres in the air at a loss as 

to what to do. And I think, what a silly way to die. 



Feeling movement on the rope, I look down and see the head-torch of 

someone making their way up. It's Graham. As he nears me, he shouts, 'Don't 

panic.'  

'I'm not panicking. I just can't release my chest jammer.'  

I guess he's thinking that I've pushed the jammer hard up against the 

top knot of the rope. When that happens, it requires a technically complex 

procedure to release it. I know this and have taken great care to avoid it.  

'I'm going to pass over you,' he says. He verbalises to himself the SRT 

procedure for one caver passing another on a rope: 'clip on cows tale, release 

top jammer, re-attach top jammer above, release chest jammer, re-attach 

chest jammer above.'  

Once on the ledge above me, he says, Now, what's the problem?' 

'Look, I push up as far as I can on my foot-loop, and the damn chest 
jammer won't release.' 

'Oh, that's no problem, your foot-loop's too long. It must have 

lengthened on your way up. Shorten it by wrapping it twice around your foot.' 

I do as instructed and with a movement as simple as if releasing a car 

seat belt, I'm free. Profuse with my apologies, I join Graham on the ledge. 

'Shall I shout "rope free"', says Graham, 'or will you?' 

'Give me that pleasure,' I reply. 

Never were two words more thankfully heard than by the two shivering 

souls below. After making sure I'm OK, Graham moves on to the next ascent 

whilst I follow more slowly. On route I meet Cookie and Debs. So they have 

decided to make for the bottom after all. Les and Andy, warming themselves 

by travelling at speed, soon catch up with me. Les is more gentle with me than 
the experience suggests. 'Everyone, Al, has to learn for themselves the 

problems of SRT, but it's best not done at the bottom of the Everest of caves!' 

I'm extremely tired and very hot, but confident; if I can go slow and 

steady, I'll make it. At each pitch, one of them prusiks up, waits for me at the 

pitch head, and advises me on the easiest way to leave the rope. For them, it's 

painfully slow and they're cold. Les becomes disturbingly quiet.  

At last we stagger into Camp 1. It's now 6-30 am Saturday morning. 

From here, we descended to the bottom in just six hours. It has taken nearly 

double that to return. For me, seventeen-and-a-half hours of continuous 

caving; even longer for Les and Andy who have come straight from the 

entrance.  

Camp 1 is full of bodies, cavers peacefully asleep occupying every 

available space. Andy starts to cook a meal for himself and Les; I'm too  tired 
to eat. Les just sits, neither moving or talking. I shift stones and rocks to clear 

three, human-sized stretches of flat ground, then invite Les to choose one. He 

picks the least muddy. I lay my oversuit on the mud and blissfully snuggle into 

my sleeping bag. 

With eyes firmly closed, I become aware of Les talking loudly to Andy. 

I'm amused that he doesn't care that everyone else is sleeping. I try to go 

back to sleep, thinking Les and Andy will quickly move on out of the cave,   

leaving me to have a longer rest and come out with the others. 

'Hey, Al,' Les shouts, 'time you got up.' 

I sit up. We're completely alone. 'Where is everyone?' I say. 

'Gone, of course. You'd better get up now unless you want to find your 



own way out!' 

I've slept eight hours through fifteen cavers rising from their sleeping 

bags, dressing, cooking, eating, packing up and leaving. 

On the ascent, I can't bear that Les and Andy are having to shepherd 

me. It's excruciating for them to go at my snail pace. Two hour's ascent from 

Camp 1, now fully confident of my SRT, I tell them to go on ahead and that I'll 

make my own way out. With other cavers coming and going, they know I won't 

be alone in the cave. My one fear is in navigating Les Meandres. Arms and feet 

akimbo, seeking purchase on the narrow ribs of wall, I inch forward above the 

dizzying blackness below. It's every bit as unnerving as on entering the cave 

now made yet more testing by the jabbing pain in my chest every time I push 

my arms against the walls. 

I imagine I see above me a narrow triangle of dark grey defined by a 
black surround. I feel scented air fresh on my face, and there, tiny points of 

silver light. 'I can see stars!' I shout out to the night. 'Tea or coffee?' comes 

the prosaic reply from the officer on duty at the entrance. It's quarter-to-

midnight, Saturday night, fifty-two hours after entering the cave. 

October, and it's the Wessex Cave Club AGM, an opportunity for 

celebration, jovial club politics and passionate argument over esoteric policy. 

Climax of the event is the presentation of ceremonial awards - 'Cave Explorer 

of the Year' - and such like. I am named. I walk forward to shake the hand of 

the president and handed a parchment which reads, 'Gouffre Berger 1995, SRT 

Competence Award', with the letters 'IN' inserted before the word 

'Competence'.  To laughter, I accept the award as if it were the greatest of 

honours for I know that, along with the pointed admonition is a pride in 
supporting the oldest and least experienced member of the expedition to make 

it to the very bottom of the Gouffre Berger - and, with a little help, get back. 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 


